Description of Courses for the 2019/2020 Master in Business Law Program
Scientific research methods and techniques
(3 credit hours)
This course focuses on the study of the scientific methodology for the preparation of legal research,
especially research connecting law and business. It also aims at training students on the proper
scientific methodology in conducting research starting from the selection of the subject of research
and developing a prior plan, searching for the necessary information, the method of specialized
legal writing, and methods of proper documentation. Another focus on the course is on
familiarizing students with thinking skills and proper analysis in order to be able to apply them to
examine the legal phenomena associated with business legislation of all kinds and analyze the
Legal and judicial opinions that have dimensions related to business and investments and to show
how to identify the problem of research and its objectives and questions and the mechanism of
collecting its data and extracting and presenting legal results and linking them to the objectives of
the research and its questions and knowledge of the legal databases and the mechanism of
extracting legal rules and relevant judicial rulings.
The legislative environment of the business sector in Jordan
(3 credit hours)
This course presents a comprehensive description of the business sectors in Jordan and the
characteristics of these sectors and their organization and problems in general. It also focuses on
the important business sectors that occupy a large part of the Jordanian market such as the
agricultural sector, the industrial sector, the service sector, the banking sector, insurance,
companies and investment. Through the course, students will be exposed to all legislation and laws
regulating these sectors and will be shown their provisions and details and basic principles and
legislative policy related to them. The course deals in depth with some of these sectors in terms of
Regulatory legislation and practical procedures for its actions and disputes directly and indirectly.
Investment, corporate and securities legislation
(3 credit hours)
This course deals with the study of investment laws and their impact in creating an attractive
environment for investment and the advantages enjoyed by the local and foreign investor and the
role of official bodies in supporting and stimulating the investment process and ways to resolve
disputes related to investment contracts, as well as the introduction of investment projects and
investment incentives regulated in investment laws and Development and promotion of the
investment environment. The course also deals with a general study of the law of companies by
explaining the provisions related to private and public joint stock companies. It also deals with the
course Statement of the concept of securities and their types and importance and the Securities
And Exchange Commission and its work and how to issue securities and the conditions of issuance
and deposit of securities and information and tasks of the filing center and the stock trading market
and its provisions related to trading, deposit, disclosure and transfer and rules of listing and trading
of shares and bonds in accordance with local legislation and international standards and brokerage
companies and their work and control.

Banking and insurance legislation
(3 credit hours)
This course presents the laws of banks and insurance in terms of local rules and standards and the
comparison regulating the licensing and work of banks and banking institutions in the Kingdom
and their business and the laws governing them, in addition to studying insurance laws of all kinds
and provisions and showing the most important legal rules to be known and dealt with.
An In-depth study of civil law (3 credit hours)
This course aims to shed in depth on a number of topics of civil law, the most important of which
is the general theory of the right, the sources of commitment, the rules of commitment and some
of the so-called contracts with a great impact on the various business sectors, in addition to some
topics of rights in rem,. These topics will be studied in detail and in particular because of their
impact on business and their relevant judicial applications.
AN In-depth study of Jordanian arbitration law
(3
credit hours)
This course deals with the most important alternative ways in resolving disputes between
individuals, namely arbitration, by studying the origin and development of arbitration and the local
and international legal rules governing the arbitration of disputes. This course also deals with the
arbitration agreement, the rules governing it, the mechanism for selecting, dismissing and
dismissing arbitrators, arbitration proceedings, procedural matters related to the arbitration process
and the mechanism for the implementation of the arbitrators' decision.
An In-depth study of Jordanian labor law
(3 credit hours)
This course deals with the legislation governing the workforce in Jordan and all matters related to
the labor market, wages and legal relations governed by the labor law of individual and collective
employment contracts. It also focuses on the provisions governing trade union work, collective
negotiations, labor strikes, government controls governing the labor market, capital and labor
migration, in addition to government efforts to reduce unemployment and labor disputes and the
most important legal provisions in it.
Customs and tax laws
(3 credit hours)
This course deals with customs regulations and policies within the framework of the philosophy
of the national economy and its relationship with the economies of the foreign world. It specifically
studies the elements of the application of customs duties in import and export, entry and exit of
goods, customs clearance stages, customs duties, exemptions and customs saviors, as well as direct
and indirect taxes through the study of income tax law, sales tax, approval, tax refund and related
disputes.
Industrial and commercial property
(3 credit hours)
This course aims to study the most important vocabulary of commercial and industrial property
and the laws governing it in depth, notably trademark laws, patents, trade names, illegal
competition, trade secrets, geographical indicators, industrial designs, designs of integrated
departments and all the general and special provisions attached to these laws, in addition to
modern and comparative judicial applications of these vocabularies in Jordanian legislation.

International commercial contracts (3 credit hours)
This course deals with the study of a range of international commercial contracts of legal interest
to the business sector and trade, distinguishing them from traditional contracts, indicating the legal
provisions governing them and defining their concept and scope, while addressing concession
contracts, commercial licenses and commercial credits in terms of explaining their concept, pillars,
conditions, obligations of their parties, implementation, legal problem and understanding and
knowledge of the legal organization of these contracts and their judicial applications.
Selected topics in law and business
(3 credit hours)
This course deals with an advanced study of selected topics of the business sector as well as the
study of selected and specific cases of facts and disputes that have had an impact on the addition,
change or deletion of legal rules of regulation and legislation. The course also focuses in particular
on the booming and promising business sectors in the Jordanian market.
Economic crimes legislation (3 credit hours)
This course aims to study the legislation of economic crimes and its significance, its pillars, its
types, its sanctions and the laws governing it and it highlights a selection of economic crimes, the
most important of which are what is contained in the Law of the State Security Court, money
laundering, tax evasion, customs smuggling, financial corruption, crimes related to trade and
misleading acts, and all crimes related to consumer protection and the laws governing
specifications, standards, models, intellectual property laws and the Jordanian Penal Code and the
study of some application of these laws and regulations.
Illegal Competition Act and Confidentiality:
(3 credit hours)
This course deals with the statement of the legal provisions on illegal competition, the statement
of the images and forms of such competition, ways of avoiding them, disputes related to them and
practical examples. In addition, it presents all provisions related to the subject of commercial
secrets in terms of their definition, characteristics, cases, legal exceptions and how to file lawsuits
about them.
English for business law
(3 credit hours)
This course aims at developing the English language skills in legal affairs and discussions related
to them in general. For this purpose, it focuses on legal terms in English and those related to the
business sectors and the legislation governing them.

